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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
SCA – Happy Trails, March 2021
Michelle C. St. Clair-Cross, President
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Your president with her second born, Max, participating in
his first Northern Data Sharing Meeting in 2015.

Your outgoing president, photo taken at the 2016 Annual Meeting Silent
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of Denise Wills).
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Some trails are happy ones,
Others are blue.
It’s the way you ride the trail that counts,
Here’s a happy one for you.
Happy trails to you,
Until we meet again.
Happy trails to you,
Keep smiling until then.
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Song by Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, released in 1952
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
This is my last Letter from the President to you. A year at the SCA helm has come and gone. What a year
it has been. I had really hoped to be celebrating with you all in person at our Annual Meeting (see
picture above of a previous year doing just that), but COVID-19 has had other plans for all of us. Please
know that behind the scenes, the SCA Executive Board has been working hard for our membership and
was able to accomplish quite a few things of benefit to our members during my presidential tenure. I
would like to reflect back on our accomplishments and then look forward. I also want to acknowledge
that none of this would have been possible without the support and commitment of SCA Board
members Rebecca Allen, Outgoing President; Shannon Tushingham, Incoming President; Glenn
Russell, Southern Vice President; Brendon Greenway, Northern Vice President; Melinda Pacheco,
Treasurer; and Eva Larson, Secretary. I want to thank my employer, Stantec, for allowing me to
balance the dual roles of my job and serving the SCA membership. I want to thank my family, and most
especially my children, for supporting my passion to be of service and for understanding the time
commitment as SCA President. Lastly, I could not have done this without the backup of my power
group of girlfriends in archaeology (you know who you are) and the most amazing Denise Wills, our
outgoing SCA Executive Director.
So, what did we accomplish in a year like no other?











We redesigned and launched the new and improved www.scahome.org website. Both the front
end and back end designs have been updated to bring us into the twenty-first century.
We assembled a Task Force to recruit, interview, and hire a new SCA Business Office Manager,
Tracey Booth (tracey@scahome.org), and company, Advantage AMC.
We celebrated our 2020 annual awardees in style, with engaging Zoom presentations and
discussions hosted by our outgoing President, Rebecca Allen.
The Board met for quarterly Board Meetings (summer, fall, winter) with a mix of in-person and
Zoom options. We maintained social distance and all in-person attendees went home healthy.
We hosted an October 2020 Archaeology Month online extravaganza with social time for our
members, a children’s event, a movie screening and discussion, and student papers.
The SCA, in collaboration with the Native American Programs Committee, hosted two online
events for Native American Heritage Month in November 2020.
The SCA approved the creation of the Coalition for Diversity in California Archaeology.
The SCA created and approved (by membership vote) an updated anti-harassment policy.
We adjusted the policies and created an administrative group for the Mystery Artifact Facebook
site we host.
The SCA publicly commented on and supported several social movements and occurrences
affecting our profession and our allies throughout 2020 and 2021, including the Black Lives
Matter movement, a statement regarding the dismantlement and removal of monuments and
statues in California, and the University of California Office of the President (UCOP) Native
American Cultural Affiliation and Repatriation Policy.
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
The SCA created a California Historical Resources Information System Task Force, spoke at the
California State Historical Resources Commission (SHRC) meeting, and recently sent a letter to
the State Historic Preservation Officer and the SHRC about our desire to collaborate regarding
the future of the California Historical Resources Information System.
Lastly, due to COVID-19 restrictions and concerns, we held our first virtual SCA Annual Meeting
at the beginning of March 2021. The meeting was a success and our membership experienced a
unique opportunity to connect, share our research, and celebrate California archaeology.

The SCA accomplished so much because of the dedication of our members and the Executive Board.
We remain financially stable and look forward to the future with hope. I now “pass the buck” to
Shannon Tushingham and continue to serve on the Board as Outgoing President. My experience
serving the SCA has been in different capacities: Secretary, Northern Vice President, Local
Arrangements Chair for the Berkeley 2013 meeting, and now as President—all of which have afforded
me so many opportunities. I have made lifelong friends and been exposed to so many aspects of our
profession I never before had access to or knowledge of. I am a better person because of the SCA.
Please consider running for office, serving on a committee, or volunteering at a meeting. We need our
membership to survive and we need YOU to help it grow. You will never regret getting involved with
the SCA. I do not. What an experience it has been. I am forever grateful and thankful.
I wish you all continued health and safety and look forward to the day when we will be together inperson, again.

THE 2021 ARCHAEOLOGY MONTH POSTER IS NOW AVAILABLE
Please order your poster at https://sfca.wildapricot.org/page-18074. Posters are free but we
do ask that you pay for shipping. The cost of shipping for 1 to 5 posters is $12.50 and for 6
to 10 posters the cost is $15.50. To agency folks and regional archaeological societies: For
large orders, contact the SCA Business Office at tracey@scahome.org.
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COMMITTEE CHAIRS AND LIAISONS
2021-2022 COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Advanced Annual Meeting Planning
Adie Whitaker
Adie@farwestern.com

Curation
Wendy Teeter
wteeter@arts.ucla.edu

Nominations
Lynn Gamble
gamble@anth.ucsb.edu

Annual Meeting Local Arrangements
Open

Grants and Fundraising
SCA Executive Board

Annual Meeting Program
Open

Journal (California Archaeology)
Mark Allen
caeditor@scahome.org

Proceedings
Jill Gardner
proceedingseditor@scahome.org

Archaeology Month
Annemarie Cox
acox@pangis.com

Legislation
Samantha Schell
samantha@schahome.org

Bennyhoff Memorial Award
Patricia Mikkelsen
pat@farwestern.com

Maritime Archaeology
Tricia Dodds
Tricia.Dodds@parks.ca.gov
Membership
Tom Wheeler
1wheeler1743@att.net

Coalition for Diversity in California
Archaeology
Seetha N. Reddy
reddyanthropology@gmail.com
Isabel Cordova
icordova@insigniaenv.com

Native American Programs
Gregg Castro
napc@scahome.org
Newsletter
Jill Gardner
newsletter@scahome.org

Climate Change
Sandra Pentney
spentney@gmail.com

Public Outreach and Education
Craig Lesh
crlesh@heritageedu.com
Social Media
Jackie Farrington
jrf365@nullhumboldt.edu
Standards and Ethics Advisory
Glenn Russell
glennrussell100@hotmail.com
Student Member
Tori Eisenhardt
veisenhart@ucsb.edu
Women in California Archaeology
Jennifer Darcangelo
j5d8@pge.com

2021-2022 LIAISONS
American Cultural Resources
Association
Shelly Davis-King
shellydk@frontiernet.net

California Office of Historic
Preservation
Brendon Greenaway
brendon.greenaway@parks.ca.gov

California Archaeological Site
Stewardship Program
Karen Lacy, Mike DeGiovine
klacy@cassp.org
mdegiovine@cassp.org

California Preservation
Foundation
Melinda Patrick
melinda@patrickgis.net

California Historical Resources
Information System
Bryan Much
much@sonoma.edu

Partners for Archaeological Site
Stewardship
Beth and Chris Padon
bpadon@sitestewardship.org
cpadon@sitestewardship.org
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Amy Gusick
agusick@gmail.com
Society for American Archaeology
Arleen Garcia-Herbst
arleen@spindriftarchaeology.com
Society for Historical Archaeology
Heather Atherton
hatherton@esassoc.com
State Historical Resources Commission
Rene Vellanoweth
rvellan@exchange.calstatela.edu
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SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES
SCA Executive Board Meeting Minutes, January 23, 2021
Eva Larson, Secretary

Executive Board
Michelle C. St. Clair-Cross (President)
Rebecca Allen (Immediate Past President)
Shannon Tushingham (President-Elect)
Brendon Greenaway (Northern Vice President)
Glenn Russell (Southern Vice President)
Melinda Patrick (Treasurer)
Eva Larson (Secretary)
Denise Wills (Executive Director)
Tracey Booth (Business Office Manager)

[Note: Some events mentioned in these minutes were pending at the time of the Board meeting in January, but
took place prior to the publication of this issue of the SCA Newsletter; hence the use of present tense to
conform to the minutes at the time they were taken.]

Business Office Report
The transition of the Business Office from Denise to Tracey is going well. Tracey will be added to the SCA’s
Wells Fargo Bank accounts. Unfortunately, the online submission system for the Annual Meeting abstracts
is currently broken, but the Business Office is working to get it fixed.
The SCA is in need of a storage unit for its archives. Denise reorganized last year and pared down the
contents, which include posters, programs, conference displays, and miscellaneous items. Tracey is now
tasked to look for new storage. SCA presidents are required to keep their records and to send them to the
Business Office for the archives. It would be appreciated if records were scanned digitally.

Treasurer’s Report and Budget Update
Melinda stated that the SCA has $56,000 and $119,000 in separate bank accounts, as well as $271,000 in
savings and $70,000 in CDs. A good snapshot cannot be put together due to different fiscal years and the
effects of COVID-19 on the funds, but the SCA is in a good financial position. A CPA has been recruited for
preparation of yearly taxes.
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SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED)
Registration for workshops is going well. We have a COVID-19 “hardship” rate that is based on the honor
system. There have been inquiries about a discount on the membership rate. The Business Office tends to
honor such requests.

2021 Virtual Annual Meeting
The 2021 virtual Annual Meeting will be held between Thursday, March 4, and Saturday, March 6. The
theme is Inside Out, Reflecting on Our Community. The online service Wonder will be used for avatar-based
social events. Underwriting for the meeting is relatively strong at this point. There will be an underwriter
page and ads on the app, but some past donors still need to be contacted. Board members Brendon, Glenn,
Rebecca, Shannon, and Michelle have volunteered to contact potential underwriters.
The SOCIO app for the meeting can be accessed via mobile phone or desktop. The Business Office will
provide a training session for the app before the conference. There will be a game to provide incentives to
registrants to attend certain programs, to visit the bookstore, and to entice more involvement. A virtual
bookstore will be available at the meeting, and vendor room fees have been discounted to encourage more
participation. Tracey has created a number of Facebook ads for the meeting. It was suggested that
everyone post on a personal Facebook page for a call to register for the SCA, which would be a good way to
support the Society.
Because this meeting is virtual, a hard-copy conference schedule will not be printed this year. Conference
programs will be recorded, including workshops, which will allow them to be viewed later. There will be
12 symposiums, a Plenary Session, a keynote speaker, a student mixer, and maybe two round tables. There
may be a Native American Programs Committee (NAPC) session on consultation. Student event details are
pending. The workshops are on Thursday, starting at 8:00 a.m. The Plenary Session is on Friday morning,
while the Keynote Address will be a luncheon event. Saturday is the Business Meeting (at 4:00 p.m.), and
all Board members need to attend.
Trudy Haversat and Gary Breschini of Coyote Press had been bookroom vendors at SCA Annual Meetings
for decades and have always had publications not available elsewhere. They had not maintained tables in
the book room for several years, and Gary passed away in 2019. The SCA is actively reaching out to Trudy
to discuss a potential arrangement whereby Coyote Press materials could be accessed by the SCA
membership. The Society for Historical Archaeology changed over to a model of printing books on demand
and that has worked very well for them. We will revisit the Coyote Press issue later.

2021 SCA Annual Meeting Awards
Recipients of the Annual Meeting Awards have been determined (see pages 13-17 for details). The awards
will be presented at the meeting in March. There will be a list of names of awardees, not an actual award
ceremony. There may be a “happy hour” event with a video of the winner receiving the award, and the
names of the awardees may be announced during the Plenary Session. Awardees need to be notified and
the SCA journal (California Archaeology) needs to receive the list as well.
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SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED)
Archaeology Month Poster Update
The Archaeology Month poster looks great (the artist paints digitally). The posters have been publicized
on SCA newsflashes with information about how to order them.

State Historical Resources Commission and California Historical Resources Information
System (CHRIS)
There is a State Historical Resources Commission meeting related to CHRIS on Friday, January 29, 2021.
While she does not plan to speak, Michelle will attend the meeting and report the outcome to the Board.
The new CHRIS coordinator is Michael McGuirt. Michelle has created the SCA CHRIS Task Force to address
issues of concern to our members regarding accessibility to the Information Centers and ongoing moves to
digitize the entire system; she will report back to the Board when more information is available.

November 2020 Native American Month Events Recap
The virtual 2020 Native American Month was very successful and it was fun to work with Gregg Castro,
chair of the NAPC. We received good feedback from viewers. The SCA should repeat this event next year.
Much of the content is now being used in classrooms.

2021-2022 Election Results
Incoming President – Anmarie Medin; Southern Vice President – Pattie Garcia; Treasurer – Maggie
Trumbly. The SCA Anti-Harassment Policy Bylaws Amendment passed.

The Coalition for Diversity in California Archaeology Statement Regarding January 6, 2021
There were different reactions from the SCA membership to the CDCA statement regarding the events on
January 6, 2021, at the United States Capitol. The Board will follow up with the CDCA.

Maritime Committee Update
Tricia Dodds reported that the Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary nomination has the support
of various foundations, tribal groups, private companies, and other entities, with the only negative
feedback coming from independent fishermen. The nomination is on hold and may take up to five years.
The California State Lands Commission, which manages much of the California coastline, is laying out
plans for the next phase. Tricia asked that if the Maritime Committee sends a comment whether the SCA
needs to see it before submission. There is no archaeologist on the State Lands Commission staff, so Tricia
would like to advocate for a maritime archaeologist.
Tricia also asked whether the SCA has guidelines on who to contact if shipwreck sites are found. She stated
that a shipwreck site had been found and the public did not know who to contact. She added that the
Maritime Committee had planned to host a workshop during the Annual Meeting and to be part of the
bookstore, but they did not receive enough submissions.
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SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED)
American Cultural Resources Association (ACRA) News
ACRA is holding a webinar Thursday, January 28. The topic is the evaluation of resources under Criteria
A, B, and C and the obligation to honor these criteria. It is being taught by Anmarie Medin, Brendon
Greenaway, and Shelly Davis-King. The link is at https://www.acra-crm.org/event-3778531. We are
considering presenting it to the SCA membership later this year. ACRA is also hosting a webinar on
February 4, 2021, on legislation and what we can expect in 2021. It is free to ACRA members. Information
can be found at https://www.acra-crm.org/event-4123464. ACRA is also planning an in-person meeting
later this year in Alexandria, Virginia. Details will be made available soon.
ACRA has decided to have a virtual Day on the Hill, an event in which many SCA members participate. It
will be held April 19, 2021. ACRA remains involved in legislative changes and while we cannot yet know
what the new Congress will do, at least the executive and legislative branches will be working on issues
that directly impact cultural resource management firms and professionals. Additional information about
this event can be found at www.acra-crm.org/acrasphere/9885292 (also see page 12).

Other Committee News
Glenn reported that he is happy to stay on as chair of the Standards and Ethics Committee after his time on
the Executive Board is completed in March 2021. The Student Member Committee is doing well under Tori
Eisenhardt, and plans for the student mixer at the Annual Meeting are going well. The Legislation
Committee member Robert Gelb is interested in becoming more involved with the SCA. It was proposed
that the Board ask Robert to put together a list of what he thinks needs to be done and how he can help.
Michelle moved to adjourn the Executive Board meeting at 1:03 p.m. and Shannon seconded the motion. All
Board members voted “aye” and the motion was passed.

American Cultural Resources Association Liaison Report
Shelly Davis-King, ACRA Liaison
The American Cultural Resources Association (ACRA) is a national business association that supports the
needs of the diverse cultural resource management (CRM) industry. ACRA’s member firms employ
thousands of CRM professionals nationwide, working in historic preservation, archaeology, anthropology,
architectural history, and historical and landscape architecture. The SCA has had an association with ACRA
since its inception.

ACRA Annual Meeting
At this time, ACRA is planning an in-person 2021 Annual Meeting in Alexandria, Virginia. Details will be
provided soon, and the date is set for September 9 through 11, 2021.
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SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED)
Training
Throughout the year, ACRA holds various webinars to provide continuing education to cultural resource
managers. Recently, a webinar on the evaluation of archaeological and tribal resources under Criteria A, B,
and C was held, taught by Anmarie Medin, Brendon Greenaway, and Shelly Davis-King. The webinar can be
viewed at Webinars on Demand (https://acra-crm.org/webinarsondemand). Other webinars on demand
(using the same link) include a discussion about the use and need for Programmatic Agreements, what
CRM practitioners can expect in 2021 federal legislation, aerial photography today, and more.

The U.S. Presidency in 2021
On Day 1 of President Biden’s term in office, he took some strong stands to aid historic preservation. He
upheld and promoted historic preservation and environmental law to include: (1) directing the
Department of the Interior to review the boundaries and conditions of the Grand Staircase-Escalante,
Bears Ears, and Northeast Canyons and Seamounts Marine National monuments, and placing a temporary
moratorium on all oil and natural gas leasing activities in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge; (2) revoking,
revising, or replacing Executive Orders, Presidential Proclamations, Memoranda, and Permits signed over
the previous four years that do not uphold our American interests: and (3) directing all executive
departments and agencies to review and take action to address federal regulations and other executive
actions taken during the last four years that were harmful to public health, damaging to the environment,
unsupported by the best available science, or otherwise not in the national interest. In addition, a
proclamation was announced about pausing construction on the border wall. It is clear that President
Biden is taking environmental law and justice seriously, and this will affect all of us involved in CRM.
During the second week of March, President Biden signed the massive $1.9 trillion COVID relief bill,
known as the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, with some important parts relevant to contract
archaeologists and small businesses. The bill includes the following (and much more):







Stimulus checks of $1,400 for individuals making under $75,000 and $2,800 for married couples
making under $150,000.
An additional $300-a-week federal bonus in unemployment benefits through September 6.
Increased child tax credit (currently $2,000) to $3,600 per child under 6 and $3,000 for children
ages 6 to 17, which the IRS will send out to eligible recipients in regular installments.
Increased childcare tax credit, which can cover up to half the cost of childcare expenses, to $4,000
per child and $8,000 total.
$350 billion for state and local governments ($220 billion for states, territories, and tribal
governments and $130 billion for metropolitan cities, localities, and counties).
Provisions that allow people who left their jobs during the pandemic and want to maintain their
existing employer insurance to have 100 percent of their premiums subsidized through COBRA.

In addition, House and Senate lawmakers reached a bipartisan agreement to extend the Paycheck
Protection Program (PPP) for two months beyond the current March 31, 2021, expiration date. ACRA
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SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED)
raised concerns with lawmakers about how taking PPP loans affects how much firms can be paid on
federal government contracts. The government has interpreted a provision in federal procurement rules
to mean that PPP recipients whose loans are forgiven must credit the value of the loan back to the
government when they contract with federal agencies. This could force many small firms to choose
between accepting PPP loans and seeking government contracts. Several representatives have told ACRA
that they agree this is a problem and have promised to look into solutions.

Day on the Hill
ACRA members, many of whom are also SCA members, annually participate in the Day on the Hill event,
during which constituents meet with their representatives in Washington D.C. to discuss and address
cultural resource issues. Due to the ongoing pandemic, ACRA has decided to have a virtual Day on the Hill
in April 2021. ACRA remains involved in legislative changes, and while we cannot yet know what the new
Congress will do, at least the Executive and Legislative branches will be working on issues that directly
impact CRM firms and professionals. For more information about this event, go to https://www.acracrm.org/acrasphere/9885292.

WELCOME TO THE NEW SCA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS FOR 2021-2022
President-Elect: Anmarie Medin (anmarie@scahome.org)
Southern Vice President: Patricia Garcia (pattie@scahome.org)
Treasurer: Maggie Trumbly (maggie@scahome.org)
The proposed Anti-harassment Bylaws Amendments were adopted.
Curious about your new board? Read the Candidates' Statements.
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Award Presentations at the 2021 Virtual Annual Meeting
At the SCA 2021 virtual Annual Meeting, a number of awards were presented to recognize individuals’
efforts in supporting the SCA’s various activities within the organization and through public outreach.
The following presents the winners of those awards. For additional details regarding any of the
awardees, please refer to SCA’s journal, California Archaeology, Volume 13, Issue 1, June 2021, or go to
https://scahome.org/sca-meeting-awards.
2021 David A. Fredrickson Lifetime Achievement Award
Kent Lightfoot, University of California, Berkeley
More than any other researcher I know, Dr. Kent G. Lightfoot
eloquently works to frame archaeology as an anthropological
field of study. At our best, if archaeologists look at ourselves
from the inside out, we seem to accomplish the most when we
behave as anthropologists working to study the past. The
past’s influence on the present should always be at our
research forefront, and Kent has a unique ability to teach that
concept and bring the past to life. In recognition of his
contributions to California archaeology, in 2021, the SCA
Board of Directors unanimously awarded him the David A.
Fredrickson Lifetime Achievement Award. Left: Kent Lightfoot
on the Sonoma Coast. Photo courtesy of Roberta Jewett.
Rebecca Allen, SCA Past President
2021 Mark Raymond Harrington Award for Conservation Archaeology
Mark G. Hylkema, California State Parks
For the past 20+ years, Mark Hylkema has been with the
Santa Cruz District of California State Parks. His oversight
of 32 parks within that system have been an inspiration in
CRM and conservation. The Mark Raymond Harrington
Award for Conservation Archaeology recognizes
contributions to preservation and public archaeology.
From my viewpoint, Mark Hylkema and the Harrington
Award are a match made in conservation and restoration
heaven. Photo courtesy of Mark Hylkema.
Rebecca Allen, SCA Past President
SCA Newsletter 55(1) – March 2021
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)
2021 Helen C. Smith Award for Individual or Society Avocationalist Achievement
Mary and Martin Jespersen, CASSP Volunteers
Mary and Martin Jespersen were awarded the 2021 Helen C.
Smith Individual or Society Avocationalist Achievement for
their outstanding work as volunteer site stewards for the
California Archaeological Site Stewardship Program (CASSP).
Over the last 10 years, they have worked as CASSP site
stewards in several state parks districts, national forests, and
BLM field offices in southern California, usually volunteering
over 1,500 hours each year, even during the pandemic of 2020,
and they visited sites for nine different organizations, including
Cleveland National Forest; BLM field offices in Barstow, Palm
Springs, El Centro, and Needles; The Archaeological
Conservancy; California State Parks, Angeles District; and
Mojave National Preserve. Photo courtesy of Mary Jespersen.
Chris and Beth Padon, Partners for Archaeological Site Stewardship
2021 Award for Excellence in Cultural Resource Management
Clayton G. Lebow, Applied EarthWorks (Retired)
Clayton G. Lebow’s accomplishments in the
field of CRM are remarkable and invaluable;
thus, he has been given SCA’s 2021 Award for
Excellence in Cultural Resources Management.
During his nine years at INFOTEC Research,
Inc. (1986-1995), Clay was a key team
member on several large, complex,
investigations including the PG&E/PGT
Pipeline Expansion Project, the Tuscarora
Pipeline Project (Phase I), and the Central
Coast Water Authority’s Coastal Branch
Aqueduct. Since 1995, Clay has filled core
leadership roles at Applied EarthWorks, Inc., serving as a Vice President, Principal Archaeologist, and
Director of the Board. Geographically, Clay’s experience spans California, Washington, Oregon, and
Nevada, but it is the Central Coast of California where Clay has focused much of his attention serving as
the long-time manager of Applied EarthWorks’ Lompoc, California, office and laboratory. Photo of Clay
at Swordfish Cave (photo courtesy of Applied EarthWorks).
Mary Baloian, Joyce Gerber, and Ann Munns, Applied EarthWorks
SCA Newsletter 55(1) – March 2021
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)
2021 California Indian Heritage Preservation Award
Nick Tipon and The Sacred Sites Protection Committee of the
Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria
Mr. Nick Tipon and The Sacred Sites Protection Committee of the Federated
Indians of Graton Rancheria were awarded the 2021 Society for California
Archaeology California Indian Heritage Preservation Award. Mr. Tipon is an
enrolled citizen of the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria, a sovereign
government and federally recognized Tribe of Southern Pomo and Coast Miwok
people. Mr. Tipon has many accomplishments related to the field of California
archaeology, including his professional commitments, participation and
leadership in legal contexts to improve the cultural well-being of his community,
and a strong record of educating professional archaeologists and the general
public through classroom visits, public talks, and conference presentations.
Photo of Mr. Tipon from scahome.org/sca-meeting-awards.
Tsim D. Schneider, U.C. Santa Cruz
Peter Nelson, San Diego State University
Michael Newland, Environmental Science Associates
Kent G. Lightfoot, U.C. Berkeley
2021 Golden Shovel Award
Neil Rhodes, Applied EarthWorks
The 2021 Golden Shovel Award was presented to Neil
Rhodes. Neil is well known to field archaeologists
along the Central Coast of California, and you can find
him wearing his signature hat, hunched down in a
unit or taking perfect field notes. He has trained many
fresh-faced archaeologists, both undergrad and newly
minted masters, with patience and calmness that are
rare to find. Neil is the Zen master of coastal California
archaeology. He has spent 30 years working on a
range of archaeological projects in California from excavation of complex shell middens on
Vandenberg Air Force Base, to burial sites in Pismo Beach, and even uncovering a sphinx in the coastal
sands of the Guadalupe Dunes. His knowledge of cultural materials, how to record them, and how to
excavate sites, is second to none. His perfectly excavated units are beautiful to behold. This skill set has
made him the go-to field technician and a legend in his own right. Photo of Neil from scahome.org/scameeting-awards.
Erin Enright, Applied EarthWorks
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)
2021 President’s Award
Maggie Trumbly, PG&E
Maggie Trumbly has served the SCA as Secretary
(2012-2014) and Treasurer (2015-2020). Starting in
March 2021, she became Treasurer once again to
provide a steady hand as the Business Office
transitioned to a new manager. As Treasurer, Maggie
has urged the Board to prepare for a rainy day, with
a goal to save three years’ worth of operating
expenses. Under her financial leadership, the SCA’s
financial health is good despite COVID-19 and the
cancellation of the 2020 Annual Meeting. She is the
heart of many of the volunteer efforts and activities
that the Society hosts. All of Maggie's efforts towards SCA are accomplished along with her full-time
job as a manager at PG&E. For her unwavering dedication, time, and effort to ensure that the SCA is a
successful and solvent non-profit organization that all of its members can enjoy for years to come,
Maggie was presented with the 2021 SCA President’s Award.
Michelle C. St. Clair-Cross, 2020-2021 SCA President
2021 James A. Bennyhoff Memorial Fund Award
Erica J. Bradley, Great Basin Paleoindian Research Unit
Department of Anthropology, University of Nevada, Reno
ASSESSING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLUVIAL LAKE LEVELS AND
PALEOINDIAN LAND-USE IN HAWKSY WALKSY VALLEY, OREGON
Few Paleoindian occupations in the Great Basin have absolute age
determinations because most are open-air, near-surface
manifestations with poor preservation. This complication has led to
a perception that the Paleoindian Period is a relatively stagnant
cultural unit. Considering that Paleoindians experienced some of the
most dramatic environmental changes in the human history of North
America, the Pleistocene-to-Holocene transition was likely a
dynamic cultural period and we should expect to see changes in land
use and technology of corresponding magnitude. It may be possible
to overcome the challenges of working with a predominantly surface record using a combination of
established approaches: for example, using projectile point types to date sites via seriation, using
obsidian hydration to independently test the relative ages of sites, and comparing diachronic toolstone
conveyance patterns. I will apply these methods to assemblages from Hawksy Walksy Valley, a small
pluvial lake basin in the northwestern Great Basin. Photo courtesy of Erica Bradley.
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)
2021 Charles E. Rozaire Award for Student Research in California Archaeology
Alec Apodaca, University of California, Berkeley
Stewardship practices are important components of the
foodways of Indigenous people, yet how these practices
developed throughout California over time remain poorly
understood. This proposed research investigates the
relationship between stewardship and foodways during the
Late Holocene in the Monterey Bay region using small-scale
fieldwork and legacy collections from the Elkhorn Slough
watershed, the largest estuary in the region. The project will
emphasize environmental archaeological data using integrative
and low-impact collaborative fieldwork to evaluate changes in
stewardship practices and foodways as a response to
sociocultural and climatic changes, particularly during the
Medieval Climatic Anomaly (900-1300 CE) and the Little Ice Age
(1350-1850 CE). Learning more about Indigenous stewardship
practices in the past is highly relevant to the contemporary
ecological restoration and cultural revitalization goals of the
Amah Mutsun Tribal Band and the Amah Mutsun Land Trust (AMLT). It also contributes to ongoing
debates regarding the extent, scale, and timing of intensive hunting-gathering-fishing practices related
to niche construction and coastal landscape management in California. Photo: Survey in the Santa Cruz
Mountains with Chris Sanchez on the left and Alec Apodaca on the right (courtesy of Alec Apodaca).
2021 SCA Orphaned Archaeological Collections Professional Services and Curation Project
Tyler R. Molter, University of Nevada, Reno
The primary objective of my proposed project is to organize shell midden
materials from sites excavated on Santa Rosa Island nearly 25 years ago
and obtain faunal data from these collections as a central component of my
Master’s thesis research. Seven column samples were excavated from the
coastal settlement sites CA-SRI-130, -131, and -436 in 1996 by Douglas
Kennett. These collections have since been transferred to Dr. Christopher
Jazwa, now at the University of Nevada, Reno. These collections are
especially valuable because excavation opportunities are limited within the
Channel Islands National Park, particularly at previously excavated sites.
All three sites are large, primary settlement sites with strong potential to
provide information about settlement patterns on the south side of Santa
Rosa Island. As a part of this project, I will prepare the collections for
accessioning at the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, to be stored
in perpetuity. Photo courtesy of Tyler Molter.
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)

Activities and Events at the 2021 Virtual Annual Meeting
Despite the SCA Annual Meeting being virtual, we still had presentations, vendors, and other activities
typical of an in-person meeting. The following images are but a sample of those activities. These
images were extracted from videos presented during the virtual meeting and downloaded as stills,
courtesy of Maggie Campbell.

The keynote speaker for the 2021 virtual meeting, Chip Colwell, on the importance of multivocality.
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)

A selection of symposium presentations at the 2021
virtual meeting. Clockwise from top left: Alexandra
Greenwald (“Recent Research in Behavioral Ecologically
Focused Experimental Archaeology”); Lisa Bright
(“Archaeology and Natural Disasters"); Myra MasielZamora (panelist, NAPC Community Roundtable, Parts I
and II); Robert Bettinger (“Foraging Theory and Practice”
workshop); Laurie Gonzalez (panelist, NAPC Community
Roundtable, Parts I and II); Seth Mallios (“Born a Slave,
Died a Pioneer: Nathan ‘Nate’ Harrison and the Historical
Archaeology of Legend”); Brian Barbier (“Uncovering the
Indigenous Past at Mission La Purisima Concepcíon”).
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)

A selection of symposium
presentations and comments
at the 2021 virtual meeting.
Laura Ng (“Wo Hing Village,
Riverside Chinatown, and San
Bernardino Chinatown: The
Materiality of the Cantonese
Pacific”) (top left); Hannah
Feeney (“Protecting the Past
and Contributing to the
Future, the Imperative Role of
Tribal Cultural Monitors at Sec
he”) (top right); Plenary
Session announcement
(middle); selection of kudos
on social media from some of
the meeting participants
(bottom).
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)

Denise Wills Steps Down as Our Legendary Executive Director
Effective this month, Denise Wills has taken the leap to retirement and is stepping down as Executive
Director of the SCA. She will be sorely missed, but we all wish her the very best. The following images are
from a presentation in honor of Denise at the 2021 SCA Virtual Annual Meeting. Congratulations on your
retirement, Denise, and here’s to your next adventure!
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SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)

California Archaeological Site Stewardship Program
Karen Lacy and Mike DeGiovine, CASSP Coordinators
Beth and Chris Padon, Partners for Archaeological Site Stewardship
A Volunteer Site Stewardship Visit in the Mojave Desert
Jim and Ellen LaMotte, CASSP Volunteers, December 2020
The site we monitor is known as Boulder View and we have been watching over it for four years. We truly
enjoy going there as often as we can, usually three or four times a year. The site spans about 2.3 miles. It
includes a great many petroglyphs, including one large panel and one anthropomorph pictograph in red
that is protected by a rockshelter and is in very good condition. We nicknamed the pictograph The Red
Lady. We can see some faint smudges around the pictograph; using D-Stretch it reveals seven handprints.
We were truly in awe the first time we looked at those D-Stretch handprints. The site also includes
evidence of habitation, such as a mortar about six inches deep and a large boulder hollowed out by nature
to create a small crepuscular cave about two feet deep with 50+ cupules on the back wall. This cupule
rock is about 100 yards from The Red Lady. We believe the cupule rock is ceremonial, and it is
conceivable that there is a connection to The Red Lady.
Last year we learned of another site about a mile from the back end of our site. The Pacific Coast
Archaeological Society referred to the site as “The Shrine.” Last spring, we hiked up to take a look. We
contacted Jim Shearer, the BLM archaeologist we work with, and offered to monitor that site as well. It is
small, encompassing only a couple of boulders, but like Boulder View, we believe it is special. Photos of a
petroglyph panel and the cupule rock are shown below.
There are other site stewards trained by Chris and Beth Padon with whom we hike and we have gone to
both sites with them. On occasion, we see hikers in the area, and we have found graffiti in an area that is
close to a road. For the most part, those who do hike there do no harm. We very much enjoy being site
stewards and we plan to continue for many more years.

Petroglyph panel
(left) and cupule
rock (right) at “The
Shrine.”
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